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ABSTRACT
Many websites contain services from third parties. Misconfigura-
tions of these services can lead to missing compliance with legal
obligations and privacy risks for website users. Previous research in-
dicates that one cause for such privacy issues is missing awareness.
However, reasons for the missing awareness and other reasons for
the prevalence of privacy issues are not widely researched; that
includes website owners’ dealing with those issues. To shed light on
the issue, we analyze 1043 responses from website owners to a noti-
fication about a privacy issue on their website using thematic analy-
sis, following an exploratory and qualitative approach. Our analysis
shows that, next to unawareness of the issue, incorrect technical im-
plementation and ambiguous responsibilities are among the reasons
for privacy issues. Also, website owners face different challenges,
such as a lack of knowledge or slow organizational coordination
and processes. In addition, our results show that the circumstances
in which they operate their website influences how they act and
what challenges they face. To illustrate these differences in website
owners, we derive three personas from our thematic analysis: (1)
the Ignorant Hobbyist, (2) the Busy Self-Employed, and (3) the In-
formed Multi-Stakeholder. These personas cover the majority of
the aspects of the analyzed responses and represent the diversity of
website owners and their backgrounds. Given the challenges and
backgrounds of website owners, we discuss which prerequisites
must be fulfilled to remediate privacy issues on websites. Finally,
we present measures that support website owners in remediating
privacy issues and show how to adapt these measures to the needs
of different website owners. We hope that better support for website
owners will also lead to better privacy for website visitors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Privacy laws such as the European General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR) or the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) are
supposed to ensure baseline protection of the privacy of website visi-
tors, who are somewhat ambivalent about online tracking [9, 10, 30].
To be effective, website owners (WOs) must comply with specific
requirements when setting up and operating a website. Research
has shown that many WOs fail at that task [12, 29, 32, 43]. For ex-
ample, Maass et al. [26] found that 12.7% of the 1.3 million websites
they scanned contained an easy-to-fix privacy issue.

While there is extensive research on why users fail to prevent
online tracking [19, 28], little is known about the perspective of
WOs on data protection compliance in general and the operation
of a privacy-respecting website in particular.

Utz et al. [44] found that WOs often rely on easy-to-use default
solutions, whereas website visitor privacy only plays a minor role
when deciding to adopt a third-party service. Other studies focused
on notifying WOs about privacy or security issues on their web-
site [7, 8, 15, 22, 25, 26, 36, 37, 46, 49]. For example, Maass et al. [26]
ran a survey in combination with sending out notifications to in-
form WOs who used Google Analytics (GA) but had not turned on
the IP anonymization (AIP) feature. They found that most of their
participants were unaware of the necessity to do so, although this
is required according to a ruling [13] of the District Court Dresden
(Germany). Many WOs approached Maass et al. [26] needing sup-
port to implement this feature – which, in most cases, is as simple
as adjusting one line of JavaScript in the site’s code.

Prior work, however, falls short in explaining the low awareness
of privacy issues among WOs, and what kind of support WOs need
to implement mandated privacy protection solutions, such as AIP.
A first step might be to understand how the diverse group of WOs
is composed in the first place, as WOs can operate websites in very
different contexts, e. g., professional or private [44]. Hence, our goal
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is to (1) explore the circumstances of WOs, (2) identify causes for
existing compliance issues, and (3) investigate how WOs try to
solve existing issues and what challenges they face in doing so.

We build our analysis on data collected by Maass et al. [26] in
2019. Maass et al. notified more than 4500 German WOs about a
privacy compliance violation on their websites. They covertly ob-
served the resulting mitigation attempts to understand the effects
of different notification designs. During their study, Maass et al.
received 1043 responses frommore than 740 senders (41 letter scans,
56 call logs, 946 mails), which they have not analyzed systemati-
cally. These responses are an untapped dataset, which may provide
insights into WOs’ motives, challenges, and solution approaches.
We analyzed these responses by conducting a thematic analysis,
taking an exploratory approach. Figure 1 gives an overview of our
approach and the results.

Besides lack of awareness, we find several other reasons leading
to this privacy issue. One often encountered reason is that WOs
have implemented AIP incorrectly or incompletely. Another rea-
son is the lack of maintenance of old websites. While some WOs
implement AIP on their own, others seek technical or legal support
or hand off the task. Many WOs face challenges when trying to
implement AIP. While several WOs report that they simply lack
the technical understanding to make the code change, others must
engage in tedious coordination with various stakeholders involved
in their website. Our results also reveal that causes and encountered
challenges can heavily depend on the context in which the WOs
operate their website.

To better understand the diversity of WOs, we take the results
of the thematic analysis as a starting point and derive example WO
personas. Personas, as we use them in this paper, are abstract rep-
resentations of users [35], in this case, the WOs. They are a widely
used interaction design technique to help develop products [18, 35].
We derive three personas, which cover most aspects included in the
data and reflect the wide range of context and related challenges of
WOs: Persona 1, the ignorant hobbyist, runs their website to inform
about a private interest and often struggles with the technical im-
plementation of AIP. Persona 2, the busy self-employed, operates
their website to represent a small business. A common challenge
for them is the lack of time to deal with privacy issues. Persona 3,
the informed multi-stakeholder, is involved in website operations as
part of their job at a large company. Typical challenges they have
to deal with are slow and complex organizational structures.

Finally, we discuss prerequisites for WOs to successfully remedi-
ate privacy issues on their websites. These range from the necessary
awareness of the privacy issues to the technical ability to solve them.
Following, we present measures with details of how these can be
adapted for the needs of the three WO personas.

The contribution of this paper is threefold:

• We analyze real-world responses of WOs to a privacy issue
on their website following an exploratory approach by us-
ing thematic analysis. The results (see Section 4) indicate
diverse causes for privacy issues on websites and different
approaches to solving these issues, entailing different chal-
lenges.

• In Section 5, we elaborate our insights from the thematic
analysis for three example personas that cover most of the

aspects referred to in our data. The personas represent WOs
who operate websites in very different contexts.

• In Section 6, we present prerequisites for successful remedia-
tion of privacy issues and give recommendations on how to
support WOs in protecting website visitors’ privacy, taking
into account the needs of different WOs.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is related to the recent research efforts that attempt to
understand the perspective of expert users (see Section 2.1). In Sec-
tion 2.2, we review relevant work on privacy risks, especially with a
focus on website owners (WOs). As WOs we understand those indi-
viduals that are responsible for a public website. In contrast to end
users, WOs can decide which privacy measures are implemented
on their website and thus have a direct impact on the privacy of
end users, i. e., their website’s visitors. Related work on WOs is
reviewed in Section 2.3. We conclude the presentation of related
work in Section 2.4 with a description of the study by Maass et
al. [26], which provides the basis for this paper.

2.1 Expert Users’ Perspective on Privacy
Usable privacy research increasingly addresses not only the per-
spective of individuals who use systems (“end users”) but also those
who develop and operate systems (“expert users”) [23]. According
to Kaur et al. [23], among others, expert users include developers
and operators. Like WOs, who are the focus of our study, expert
users can influence the privacy of end users of their systems with
their decisions and actions. So far, however, there is little literature
on WOs and privacy. We, therefore, summarize the perspective of
expert users on privacy here. When we discuss our results in Sec-
tion 6, we will deliberate on the similarities and differences between
WOs and expert users.

Previous research on expert users and privacy has dealt with the
perspective of developers of mobile apps [3, 4, 31] and other soft-
ware [20, 34], providing a good overview of their privacy attitudes,
factors influencing the implementation of privacy measures, and
challenges in the implementation. A main motivation for expert
users to include privacy in their products is to be compliant with
regulations such as GDPR [2] and, in the case of mobile apps, to
have them accepted by the app stores [3]. Expert users have to
balance the benefits of privacy with functionality but also with the
need to monetize their product and the additional costs resulting
from the implementation of privacy measures [4]. In some cases,
they deliberately restrict the privacy of their users to generate in-
come from their data [31] and do not always find all privacy policies
useful [4]. When using third-party services, expert users usually
fall back on the market standard and use its default settings [31].
In doing so, they hope to meet the legal standards. Expert users
who develop apps rely mainly on the feedback received from the
stores for determining whether their apps are sufficiently compli-
ant [3]. In general, it appears that they lack awareness of the privacy
practices of their products and the practices of the third-party ser-
vices used in their products [3, 4, 20]. In addition, they often do
not feel responsible for protecting end users’ privacy but rather
see it as the responsibility of the third-party providers or the end
users [31, 34, 40].
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dataset
analyzed by us

 

Maass et al. covertly observed WO
behavior and communicated with
WOs who contacted Maass et al.

After 2 months, they debriefed
all WOs (possibility to opt out) and
invited them to �ll out a survey.

Focus of Maas et al.: analysis of
mitigation activities, quantitative
evaluation of survey (after debrie�ng).

Maass et al. (2021) noti�ed 4594 German website owners (WOs) about a privacy
compliance issue on their site: Google Analytics without IP Anonymization (AIP).

Our focus: understanding circum-
stances and reasons of di�erent types
of WOs leading to privacy issues.

Delibarated with Maass et al.
about legal and ethical re-use of
messages exchanged with WOs.

Obtained 1495 responses of WOs
and 387 messages of Maass et al.

Analyzed messages qualitatively
with thematic analysis.

Four identi�ed themes:
 – What is the background of the WOs?
 – Why did they not implement AIP?
 – How did they handle the noti�cation?
 – What challenges did they encounter?

Derived Personas:
  1. Ignorant Hobbyist
  2. Busy Self-Employed
  3. Informed Multi-Stakeholder

Prerequisites to successfully remediate
privacy issues and recommendations on
how to tailor measures to the personas.

result

Figure 1: Contrasting our work from Maass et al. [26]; overview of our approach and main results.

There are several factors that influence the implementation of
privacy practices and measures, for instance the personal attitude
of developers and their privacy knowledge. Organizational factors
also play a role: more mature organizations prioritize privacy prac-
tices [34], and well-resourced app developers outsource most com-
pliance decisions to auditing services [3]. Smaller companies are
less likely to demonstrate positive privacy behaviors [4] and find it
more challenging to be compliant [3]. When integrating third-party
services, expert users must deal with privacy information being
hidden or incomprehensible [40]. Several researchers [3, 4, 34] high-
light a high need for usable tools that help expert users to identify
and fix privacy issues and check compliance. Preliminary studies
have evaluated support approaches for expert users in practice,
e. g., sending notifications to raise awareness for privacy and secu-
rity issues on their website [7, 8, 15, 22, 25, 26, 36, 37, 46, 49] and
providing verification tools [26].

2.2 Considered Privacy Risks on Websites
ManyWOs rely on third-party services to implement user analytics,
advertising, and consent dialogues. These services entail privacy
risks for website visitors [44]. For example, consent management
providers have been shown to rely on dark patterns to increase
users’ willingness to agree to user analytics [38, 42, 45]. A popular
and frequently deployed solution for user analytics is Google Ana-
lytics (GA), a service that has been criticized for tracking browsing
behavior across the Web [44]. When GA is misconfigured, WOs can
additionally harm the privacy of their visitors [44]. To avoid that
Google stores the visitor’s IP address along with the analytics data,
WOs must enable AIP in GA [17]. However, not all WOs have en-
abled AIP in the past [26], which was required for legal compliance
according to a ruling of District Court Dresden (Germany) [13].

The dataset used in our paper is comprised of responses of WOs
that were notified about the fact that they had deployed GAwithout
AIP. Analyzing these responses will shed light on the underlying
causes that lead to this and other privacy issues, demonstrate how
WOs deal with them, and what challenges they face when deploying
privacy measures in general.

2.3 Website Owners’ Perspective on Privacy
Although already demanded, little attention has been paid to the
perspective of WOs on privacy [1, 16, 23]. Utz et al. [44] scraped
email addresses from GitHub repositories and invited individuals
involved in creating and maintaining websites to a survey (N=395).
For ten common website features, Utz et al. investigated whether
privacy was a factor considered when integrating a feature, whether
survey participants made special efforts to protect end users’ pri-
vacy, and to what extent participants were aware of third-party
data collection. They found that ease of integration drives third-
party adoption; visitor privacy is considered when there are legal
requirements or related policies. Awareness of data collection and
privacy risks is higher when the collection is directly related to
the third-party service’s purpose. Most of the survey participants
studied by Utz et al. have a technical degree, with a third being
involved in the website as part of non-paid work (hobbyist). This
observation indicates that WOs differ from other expert users [23]
who often develop and operate systems full-time [3].

Another related work on privacy aspects and WOs has been
published by Hennig et al [21]. They aimed to understand how
websites justify the use of cookie disclaimers that do not meet the
legal requirements (e. g., by making it more difficult to reject user
analytics than to give consent to it). Different from our research,
Hennig et al. contacted the data protection officers of the corre-
sponding websites, receiving only a few responses. The responses
indicated that one reason for non-compliant cookie banners might
be that websites cannot influence the design of the banners because
they are provided by third parties (consent management providers).

Both Utz et al. and Hennig et al. invited individuals to participate
in a survey. The dataset used in our research is larger and it was not
obtained via a survey. It consists of the responses of WOs that were
notified about a privacy compliance issue in a covert notification
study (see Section 3.3 for ethical considerations on data collection
and re-use).
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2.4 Privacy Notification Study by Maass et al.
Our work analyses WOs’ responses from a notification study of
Maass et al. [26]. We, therefore, describe their study in more detail
and differentiate it from our work.

Maass et al. examine determinants for effective notifications
regarding privacy issues, i. e., notifications that lead to high re-
mediation rates. For that purpose, Maass et al. scanned websites
from Germany for a privacy misconfiguration, namely missing AIP
of Google Analytics. Missing AIP was ruled to be in violation of
data protection laws by the District Court Dresden (Germany) [13]
shortly before the notification study of Maass et al. To notify WOs,
Maass et al. extracted contact information from the imprint of a
website. The notifications were sent in disguise and varied in three
conditions: contact channel (email, letter), sender (private individ-
ual, computer science researcher, legal research group), and framing
(privacy argument, legal compliance issue, legal compliance issue
mentioning potential fines). The notification included a reminder
after one month and a final debriefing message containing an invita-
tion to a survey. Maass et al. offered support to WOs and provided a
postal and email address as well as a phone number for contact pur-
poses. From these contacts of WOs, Maass et al. obtained a dataset
of 1882 documents. Of these, 452 were bounces or auto-replies,
while 387 were outgoing messages from Maass et al. The remaining
1043 documents in the dataset were actual responses from WOs
used for analysis. These responses divide into 41 letters, 946 emails,
and 56 phone call logs.

Maass et al. analyzed the influence of the three conditions on the
remediation rates using survival analysis, finding remediating rates
from 33.9 % (computer science researcher with privacy argument
via email) to 76.3 % (legal research group with legal compliance
issue mentioning fines via letter). Regarding the survey, they use
quantitative methods to report findings on the matter of awareness,
reasons for trust in the message, problem understanding and solv-
ing, and helpfulness of support tools. Their analysis of the dataset
of WOs’ responses is limited to quantitatively stating how many
responses were requests for help, confirmation of the messages’
authenticity, complaints, or thank-you responses.

In this paper, we analyze the dataset of responses qualitatively
using thematic analysis and derive personas representing typical
WOs. While Maass et al. did not distinguish different kinds of WOs,
we stress from our analysis that WOs have deviating needs and
should be addressed differently to further improve the effectiveness
of notifications.

3 METHOD
In this section, we describe our approach to thematic analysis of the
dataset of WO responses by Maass et al. [26] and howwe derive per-
sonas from the thematic analysis. The dataset, made available to us
by Maass et al. in confidentiality, has been described in Section 2.4.
Ethical considerations of its re-use follow in Section 3.3.

3.1 Thematic Analysis of Responses
For our data analysis, we chose a qualitative and exploratory ap-
proach that allows us to reflect the broad range of themes in our
data. We use thematic analysis, the state-of-the-art method for iden-
tifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns and themes in qualitative

data [6]. We followed the steps suggested by Braun and Clarke [6]
using MAXQDA as software [47]. For this, one author familiarized
themselves with the data by reading the documents multiple times.
That same author then developed a codebook by coding the doc-
uments on the sentence level, going back and forth several times.
The author then met with a second author to discuss and refine the
codebook. Both authors used this codebook to code all documents
independently. Following Clarke and Braun’s [11] understanding
of thematic analysis, we did not calculate inter-rater reliability. To
ensure a high quality of the analysis, the authors in the next step
came together to discuss ambiguities and agree on a final coding.
After this, the authors grouped the data into four themes: (1) Cir-
cumstances of WOs, (2) Reasons for lack of AIP, (3) WOs approach
to missing AIP, and (4) Challenges in the implementation of AIP
(for results on these themes, see Sections 4.1–4.4). The codebook
with its themes and categories is presented in Appendix A.

3.2 Derivation of Personas
The thematic analysis revealed that WOs operate websites in dif-
ferent contexts under different circumstances, which can result in
specific challenges and needs. To better reflect this diversity, we
derived personas from the results of the thematic analysis. To de-
velop our personas, we followed Pruitt and Grudin’s approach [35].
In a workshop, the themes and categories of the thematic analysis
were noted down on post-its and then clustered by two authors.
The clustering aimed to find personas that represent the diversity
in the circumstances of WOs and their specific challenges. On the
one hand, the personas should be as distinct as possible, and on the
other hand, they should cover the range of cases represented in the
data as well as possible. Pruitt and Grudin recommend developing
three to six personas to keep the number of characters manage-
able. In our clustering process, we conclude that three personas
best reflect the WO represented in our data. These three example
personas (see Figure 2) precisely match some of the WOs in our
dataset; some WOs in our dataset have only individual aspects of
one of the personas. While developing the personas, it was impor-
tant for us to keep in mind that our database does not represent
a complete picture of reality since presumably only specific WOs
provide details in their responses. For example, it is reasonable to
assume that WOs who work in large companies tend to disclose less
information. However, this does not mean that these cases do not
exist. To avoid creating a distorted picture through apparent objec-
tivity, we deliberately refrain from quantifying cluster properties
in this section.

3.3 Ethical Considerations
As analyzing WO responses involves human subjects, we have
followed best practices to assess the ethical acceptability of our
research and to minimize the risk for all subjects contributing to
the dataset. Our dataset has been collected by Maass et al. [26], who
have carefully weighed the harms (effort and stress of contacted
persons) and benefits (mitigation of potentially costly compliance
violations) of notification. They also elaborated on the legality of
the collection of contact addresses from the imprint of the websites.
Maass et al. sent the notifications in disguise, without mentioning
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their study, to avoid observer effects. To address the respect for per-
sons principle of ethical research, Maass et al. sent out an extensive
debriefing to all WOs, informing them about the study in writing
after its completion. Most importantly, the debriefing explicitly
mentioned that the communication may be analyzed for research
purposes and that WO responses may be quoted in publications
without disclosing the identity of theWO or the person. The authors
respected the request of WOs to be removed from the study. Maass
et al. received approval from two ethics committees of the three
institutions involved. The third institution did not offer a process
for ethics approval, but they received approval from the depart-
ment’s dean. In preparation of our research, Maass et al. provided
us with their ethics applications and the accompanying documents.
In return, we shared our research design and goals with Maass et
al. The approved ethics applications mention, among other details
relevant to the study of Maass et al., that all WO responses obtained
during the study are stored and analyzed. Furthermore, the ethics
applications state that the dataset may only be accessed by specific
researchers but not released publicly. Together, we concluded that
the existing ethics applications cover our planned research. In fur-
ther discussions, we deliberated the balance of expected benefits
(further insights on the reasons for privacy issues on websites and
how to address them adequately) and potential harms resulting
from us getting access to responses of WOs and messages sent by
Maass et al. To minimize the risk of unintended identity disclosure,
we refrain from providing background information about individual
WOs. Moreover, all responses are carefully quoted only in excerpts
so that no conclusions can be drawn about the sender or organiza-
tion. Finally, we verified that we could access the relevant part of
the dataset by Maass et al. without violating any privacy laws.

4 ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES
Thematic analysis of the responses revealed four themes, namely,
the circumstances of the WOs, the reasons for the lack of AIP, WOs’
approaches to solving the problem, and the challenges encountered
by WOs. When analyzing the responses, we assume that Google
Analytics can be used legally on German websites when AIP is
enabled since this legal opinion was widely believed at the time of
the notification study by Maass et al. and confirmed by a German
court ruling [13]. We note that today’s understanding of the legal
situation might be different [33]. In the following we also quote
from the responses (R). Note that the numbering here goes up to
1882, because we have adopted the sequential numbering from the
original dataset. We deliberately refrain from reporting exact num-
bers to avoid the impression of generalizability. We only coded the
information provided in the responses. Hence, we often lack back-
ground information, like in which context a website was created.
The information from the responses probably paints a distorted
picture of the circumstances of the WOs, since it can be assumed
that, e. g., primarily WOs with lower technical skills approached
Maass et al. asking for advice. Consequently, our data likely does
not reflect the general population of WOs. Instead, our findings
represent a first step to gaining insight into the largely unexplored
perspective of WOs and need to be validated and extended through
further research.

4.1 What Are the Circumstances of the
Responding WOs?

First, we want to understand the circumstances of the WOs in the
dataset. This information provides the basis for understanding what
challenges they face in protecting the privacy of website visitors
and what resources they have at their disposal to address them.

Context of Website Owning. Most WOs own their website pro-
fessionally, either as employees in a larger company or as self-
employed individuals. Nevertheless, a considerable number of peo-
ple write that they own the website in a private context. Reasons
for owning a website in a private context include involvement in
associations (e. g., in the cultural or sports sector) and informing
the general public about a specific concern (e. g., a particular ani-
mal). Private WOs are often very motivated to set up and maintain
the website but do not necessarily have the necessary technical
knowledge. While employees in large companies can usually rely
on the support of professionals such as web developers, system
administrators, and lawyers, the websites of employees in smaller
companies are often managed by third parties, usually due to a lack
of time and knowledge. However, better support in larger compa-
nies comes with a potential lack of flexibility, as WOs here have to
coordinate more frequently with a larger number of people.

WOs who own a website as part of a self-employed activity en-
counter various difficulties. While they rely on running the website
to promote and sell their services or products, they do not neces-
sarily have the technical knowledge. In addition, they have to fit
website maintenance into their usually already tight time budgets,
where it sometimes takes a back seat to supposedly more pressing
tasks.

Involvement of WOs in Development and Maintenance of the Web-
site. Although they have legal responsibility for the website, most
participants report not being actively involved in developing and
maintaining their website. While private WOs often develop and
maintain their website themselves, participants often outsource
this for websites they own in a professional context: In the case
of employees, usually, the organization has entrusted an external
agency with this task. Self-employed WOs, who usually have fewer
financial resources, tend to use the free services of IT-savvy people
from their private environment, e. g., their grandchildren, for this
purpose. However, most WOs who are not involved in the develop-
ment and maintenance of the website are neither aware of potential
privacy issues nor feel responsible for resolving them. Even willing
WOs often fail just because they do not know how to make changes
to the website. In cases where only the website development has
been outsourced or the website has been taken over from a pre-
decessor but WOs now run the website themselves, some of the
participants still report not being able to respond adequately to
privacy issues because they lack an overview of the website code
or are not even able to read the code at all. Several participants also
admit that they no longer maintain websites they developed some
time ago.

Privacy Motivation of WOs. The importance attached to the pri-
vacy protection of their website visitors varies between different
WOs. Many WOs respond that privacy is important to them. It is
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not always apparent whether this is a mere empty phrase, primar-
ily about compliance or the actual protection of visitor privacy. A
minority admits to having no interest whatsoever in protecting
the privacy of their website visitors, as R1258 states: “Just leave me
alone! It sucks”. Nevertheless, several WOs are explicitly interested
in making their website as privacy-preserving as possible. WOs in
the latter group emphasize their intention by reporting that they
immediately deleted GA without replacement or replaced it with a
more privacy-friendly alternative in response to the notification.
These WOs usually report that they have no interest in the user
data, e. g., because they own a non-commercial website. For exam-
ple, R1347 states: “I never look at who, when, how often was on which
page. For my ‘business’ there is no need at all”.

4.2 Why Did WOs not Implement AIP
Previously?

Next, we focus on why privacy issues arise on websites, as this
forms the basis for developing solutions to address these issues.

Incorrect Technical Implementation. Most frequently, participants
reported that they had tried to implement AIP but failed in the tech-
nical implementation. Individual manual checks of the website code
confirm that sometimes incorrect code was indeed imported, e. g.,
by ignoring upper and lower case or as Response (R) R215 reported
“we discovered that ga (send) was set before ga (anonymizeIp, true)”.
Nevertheless, it remains unclear to what extent some participants
cite technical hurdles as excuses for lacking AIP. In some cases, the
primary problem was that AIP was not implemented exhaustively,
for example, when a website was developed by another person or
service provider, and the WO had no overview of the website code.

Lack of Privacy Awareness. Not only WOs who have outsourced
the development or maintenance of their website to others are
sometimes not aware that there is a privacy violation on their
website due to the lack of AIP in GA. Still, especially in cases where
the website development was taken over by another entity or was
done some time ago, the WOs are not even aware that GA was
integrated on their website, and some WOs don’t even know what
GA is. For example, R245 (phone call) had created the website with
their son and did not know Google Analytics at all. However, some
participants also unknowingly incorporated GA into their website
themselves by using an existing template for website development
that included GA. While many participants knew they had included
GA on their website, they were unaware that enabling AIP is legally
required. Especially WOs who run the website on the side and are
not very tech-savvy reported that it was difficult for them to always
be up to date on issues concerning the website. On the other hand,
some participants were convinced that their website was legally
compliant, falsely assuming that they had already set up AIP. Here
it usually turns out that the implementation was incomplete or
incorrect.

Ambiguous Responsibility. Some WOs were aware that using AIP
is required for legal compliance, but not that they asWOs are legally
responsible for implementing it. Even after receiving the notifica-
tion, some participants remained convinced they did not have to
act. For example, R198 (phone call) insisted that Google would auto-
matically anonymize the IP addresses of website visitors within the

EU. Others referred to the de facto technically responsible persons
(e. g., R77: “The association member who maintains the website is
not aware of any fault.” ), which is especially problematic in those
cases where the person in question is no longer available at all,
e. g., R833: “Unfortunately, I lost my webmaster”. Still, particularly
in larger organizations, it is often unclear who is responsible for
technically implementing AIP, e. g., R1368: “I am in the process of
finding out who is responsible for this”. Some WOs are no longer
responsible, e. g., because they are no longer active as association
board members but are still listed as such on the website.

Reliance on Other’s Judgments. As already pointed out in Sec-
tion 4.1, many WOs outsource the development or maintenance of
their website to others, such as agencies, or rely on templates when
setting up their website. In many cases, the WOs expect service
providers to be aware of potential privacy issues, even if they were
not contracted to maintain the website but only to develop it. When
templates have been used for website creation, many WOs tend
to assume that they are on the safe side if they simply adopt the
default settings. Many WOs seem to lack awareness that they, as
owners, are legally responsible for regular website maintenance.
Others, however, have had their website explicitly checked for
GDPR compliance by a specialist (e. g., the data protection officer),
but without the missing AIP being noticed. It remains unclear, how-
ever, whether this inspection included a technical examination of
the website code by a technically versed person or whether, for
example, only the privacy policy was checked for legal correctness.

Deliberate Lack of Maintenance. Even participants who are the-
oretically aware that they are responsible for the maintenance of
the website often justified the lack of AIP to us by saying that the
website was not up to date because it was currently being revised,
that they were currently working on a new website and therefore
no longer maintained the old one, or that website maintenance had
been abandoned a long time ago and the website remained only as
an artifact on the internet, e. g., R160: “[The website] is up to date as
of 2012”.

4.3 After Being Notified, How Did WOs Handle
the Issue?

Many WOs reported how they addressed the lack of AIP. We iden-
tified the following four common approaches.

WOs Implement AIP Themselves. Most participants reported that
they implemented AIP themselves after receiving the notification.
This fact suggests that the notification provided the awareness or
knowledge previously lacking to address the problem. Still, espe-
cially participants who do not operate the website within their
employment in a larger organization may also (inevitably) refrain
from getting professional support for cost reasons, e. g., R1123: “[. . . ]
as relatively small associations [. . . ] we can not afford the appropriate
experts for such issues”. However, this finding should be taken with
a grain of salt since we cannot be sure that the participants did not
seek help anyway without mentioning this in their response.

WOs Implement AIP With Support. Some participants indicate
that they implemented AIP themselves but sought legal or technical
support in the process, e. g., to find the appropriate place in the code
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or to identify bugs in the code. Legal support was usually asked
to review whether action is necessary, e. g., R1562: “We talked to
our lawyer and you are right”. While most participants asked the
senders of the notification for technical or legal support, only a
few participants indicated that they had asked Google directly for
support in implementing AIP, e. g., R863: “ I [. . . ] asked Google how
to delete an analytics account completely, since there is no information
on the internet about this”.

WOs Delegate Implementation of AIP. Many WOs reported del-
egating the implementation of AIP. This approach was taken, for
example, when the WOs did not feel able or responsible to solve the
problem themselves, e. g., because they did not operate the website
themselves or because they worked in a larger organization with
distributed responsibilities. In a professional context, an internal
or external IT expert or the service provider responsible for devel-
oping or maintaining the website is often assigned to implement
AIP. Likewise, the data protection officer is often called in, and
sometimes even a lawyer is commissioned with the implementa-
tion, who, “is responsible for data protection in our organization”.
Participants who own the website in a private context or as part of
a self-employed activity are, however, often more likely to pass the
task on to technically skilled people from their private environment.

WOs Do Not Implement AIP. Only a few WOs stated that they
could not solve the issue due to lack of time or insufficient knowl-
edge, e. g., R1015: “Unfortunately, it is very complicated to change
this and costs me time and money, which is why I did not pursue the
matter further”. However, some of these participants also pointed
out directly that they did not see any need to implement the lack-
ing IT anonymization. Probably there are more who don’t solve
the problem on their current site anymore because they plan, as
described in subsection 4.2, to rebuild the site.

4.4 What Challenges Did WOs Encounter?
After receiving the notification, several challenges arose for the
WOs who attempted to implement AIP.

Lack of Resources. Especially private and self-employed WOs
often do not have the financial and time resources to take care
of technical aspects of their website. On the one hand, website
maintenance often has to take a back seat to other business tasks
in the day-to-day business, especially when private problems come
up, such as one WO who reported that her husband had recently
passed away. On the other hand, these WOs, in particular, may lack
the necessary money to hire a specialist for website maintenance
or data protection.

Lack of Technical Knowledge. Many participants report that they
lack the basic technical understanding to implement AIP. Overall,
many participants even describe themselves as technically unskilled,
e. g., R168: “I am 68 years old, retired and have installed wordpress
through a provider [. . . ]. I do not understand the javascript and do
not know how to embed this”. In this context, some participants also
complained that without technical expertise, it was challenging to
stay abreast of and implement new data protection requirements,
e. g., R267: “I am not a professional in websites and the ongoing

changes in data protection can only be realized if you deal with it on
a daily basis”.

Problems With the Code. But even WOs who, in principle, have
the technical understanding to implement AIP often encounter
problems when working with the code. For example, some partic-
ipants have trouble finding the appropriate code location, while
others unsuccessfully try to delete GA completely from their code.
Others report getting error messages without being able to identify
the specific error, e. g., R71: “I immediately tried to fix the error, but
I could not find it”.

Dependencies and Slow Processes in Organizations. Employees in
larger organizations often have both time and financial resources
as well as access to internal or external subject matter experts to
support them in implementing AIP. However, being part of a larger
organizational structure brings other challenges, such as reliance
on other employees who may be unavailable due to vacation or
parental leave, or even have yet to be found if the position whose
responsibilities include website maintenance is currently vacant.
Complex organizational structures, in which responsible parties
must approve every change at various management levels, can also
significantly delay basic adjustments such as abandoning GA or
implementing AIP. In this regard, for example, R531 reports: “When
I started my job and took stock of the situation, I actually already
identified the problem and passed it on to mymanagement. The matter
has also been discussed internally since last week and alternatives are
currently being sought in order to develop an appropriate basis for
decision-making for the person responsible”.

5 DERIVED PERSONAS
In Section 4 we presented reasons for privacy issues on websites
and revealed challenges WOs face while fixing these issues. The
thematic analysis revealed that WOs operate websites in different
contexts under different circumstances, which can result in specific
challenges and needs. In this section, we elaborate on our insights
from Section 4 for three example personas representing different
WO types from our data. As we use them in this paper, personas
are abstract representations of users [35]. They are a widely used
interaction design technique to help develop products [18, 35]. We
developed the personas in a workshop – for details, see Section 3 –
so that they (1) cover the majority of cases in our data and (2) reflect
the wide range of circumstances of WOs and related challenges.
The personas can help to understand the challenges of the different
WOs. Moreover, they provide a basis for developing support options
for WOs that consider their specific needs.

5.1 Persona 1: The Ignorant Hobbyist
Persona 1, the ignorant hobbyists, own their website either out
of private interest, e. g., to inform about a particular concern or
in the context of their activity in a (smaller) association. They are
not technically experienced and have already reached the limits of
their technical understanding with the creation of the website, for
which they have relied on a template or support from their private
environment. Therefore, they usually do not even know that they
use GA on their website. Since they do not need the data generated
by GA and tend to attach great importance to the privacy protection
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Awareness:  not aware they use GA

Technical understanding:  none

Privacy motivation:  high

Time resources:  plenty

Financial resources:  none

Challenge:  technical incomprehension

Persona 1: The ignorant hobbyist
“Google does WHAT?”

Awareness:  not aware they are responsible

Technical understanding:  limited

Privacy motivation:  low

Time resources:  none

Financial resources:  some

Challenge:  unclear responsibility

Awareness:  aware of issue

Technical understanding:  excellent

Privacy motivation:  aim to be compliant

Time resources:  plenty

Financial resources:  plenty

Challenge:  complex organizational structure

Persona 2: The busy self-employed
“Don’t bother me with privacy!”

Persona 3: The informed multi-stakeholder
“We need to be compliant!”

Figure 2: Example personas that represent different types of WOs we identified in our data.

of their website visitors, they are annoyed by the realization that
they have (illegally) shared the IP addresses of their website visitors
with GA so far and see this as another example of the need to defend
themselves against the overpowering data collector Google. They
are, therefore, motivated to solve the problem of the lack of AIP
immediately, e. g., by completely removing GA from their website.

Although they usually have enough free time to spend on solving
the problem, they still usually reach the limits of their technical
understanding. They quickly feel overwhelmed with the problem
solution since they lack a basic understanding of the code. They usu-
ally do not have the financial resources to get professional support;
hence, they often fail to implement AIP. While some resort to shut-
ting down their website, usually when it is no longer maintained
anyway, others choose to ignore the problem out of helplessness.
However, some ignorant hobbyists turned to the senders of the
notification for technical support, as they were overwhelmed with
the instructions received as part of the notification – and with help,
managed to implement AIP or remove GA from their website.

5.2 Persona 2: The Busy Self-Employed
Persona 2, the busy self-employed, are mostly self-employed indi-
viduals or persons who own a small local business. They have a
limited interest in user metrics and therefore rely on the use of a
tracking tool. Yet, they often do not know that they, as the WO, are
responsible for implementing AIP and assume that the web design
agency with whose help they created the website or even Google
itself will already properly implement any legal requirements. The
website is usually only a means to an end for them and should take
up as little of their already limited time as possible, so they are
usually annoyed by having to deal with data protection issues.

They usually have limited financial resources, so they rely to
some extent on the help of an agency or a lawyer. However, one
initial challenge is deciding who they should contact, as the parties
involved do not have a mutual exchange of information, and the
lawyer can, for example, provide information on what is required
under data protection law, but not on how this can be implemented
technically. Some Persona 2 also fail at implementing AIP because
they do not even have the access data to edit their website since
another person (who is, however, in some cases no longer available)

has taken over the website creation for them, without providing
them with the access data afterwards. Accordingly, such websites
are often not maintained at all. However, many Persona 2 mitigate
the issue by (a) implementing AIP, (b) exchanging GA for a more
privacy-friendly alternative such as Matomo, (c) delegating the
implementation to an agency or a technically-savvy person from
their private environment, or (d) relying on the guidance provided
as part of the notification, as well as the tool for checking the
implementation.

5.3 Persona 3: The Informed Multi-Stakeholder
Persona 3, the informed multi-stakeholders, own the website be-
cause of their job in a larger company. GA is deliberately used on
the website to track and analyze behavior. Persona 3 are mostly
aware that the GDPR requires AIP, which is why most Persona 3, in
contrast to Persona 1 and 2, have already implemented this to some
extent, but often not comprehensively. In this respect, Persona 3
are less interested in the privacy protection of their website visitors
than in complying with the legal requirements to avoid penalties.
Persona 3 have extensive financial and human resources, which is
why the implementation of AIP is mostly delegated to internal or
external service providers. One difficulty in implementation, how-
ever, can be that those involved lack an overview of the usually
complex website structures and, therefore, forget to implement
them in some places.

Furthermore, Persona 3’s organization is usually in a conflict of
goals, as it would like to collect extensive user data, which is why
it does not want to, e. g., delete GA entirely or replace it with a less
sensitive tracking tool. Therefore, the decision on how to solve the
problem usually involves various stakeholders within the company,
some of whom have very different technical and legal background
knowledge, making communication even more difficult. Depending
on the organizational structure, the decision passes through several
management levels and decision-making bodies, which slows down
the process considerably.

A portion of the notifications sent out by Maass et al. [27] in-
cluded a statement that IP addresses must be pseudonymised or
anonymized when collecting the analytics data to conform with
data protection laws. These notifications were mostly perceived by
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Persona 3 as particularly helpful, as they could cite this statement
as an additional argument in internal communications. Although
Persona 3 were already aware that AIP was required by law, the
externally received notice lent additional weight to this argument.
Therefore, most Persona 3 implemented AIP after receiving the
notification with the help of internal service providers (e. g., the IT
department).

6 DISCUSSION
Following an exploratory approach, we analyzed 1043 real-world
responses from WOs who reacted to a notification about missing
AIP, a privacy issue on their website. The thematic analysis of
the responses revealed four themes, namely, the circumstances
of the WOs, the reasons for the lack of AIP, WOs’ approaches
to solving the problem, and the challenges encountered by WOs.
These themes are important because they reveal that WO have
a high need for support in order to become compliant. However,
the circumstances and needs of WO are so diverse that genuinely
effective support must also take them into account. The themes
and derived personas show that different needs of different target
groups are first and foremost a problem. At the same time, they
offer various starting points on how support can be designed and
how WOs can be approached to improve compliance rates. In this
section, we summarize our findings with reference to related work
and show what prerequisites must be met for WOs to fix privacy
issues successfully.We also present measures, considering the needs
of different personas. Finally, we discuss the possible effects of our
dataset choice, the limitations of our work, and ideas for future
work.

6.1 Comparison to Related Work
We found that WOs run websites for different interests and under
different circumstances. Different circumstances result in specific
challenges and support needs for different WOs. To make this di-
versity tangible, we presented three example personas that cover
the majority of cases and reflect the wide range of circumstances
of WOs in our data: Persona 1, the ignorant hobbyists, own their
website out of private interest, often with high motivation to pro-
tect end users’ privacy but with little technical skills to implement
respective measures. Persona 2, the busy self-employed, often own
the website to represent their small business online, have very little
time to devote to the website, and often have limited interest in user
data. Persona 3, the informed multi-stakeholders, own the website
as part of a job at a larger company where they rely on user data
and often need to involve many other stakeholders in decisions
concerning the website.

Usable privacy research already includes privacy persona ap-
proaches [5, 14, 24, 48]. However, these differ from our approach
in two respects. On the one hand, existing concepts are not con-
cerned with the abstract representation of users but rather with
the classification of users, e. g., according to their privacy con-
cerns, as by Westin [24, 48]. Furthermore, existing approaches fo-
cus on end users and their privacy motivation, knowledge, or con-
cerns [5, 14, 24, 48]. However, end users differ from WOs, who are
responsible for privacy measures deployed on a website. WOs also
influence the design of systems. Issues such as compliance and lack

of website maintenance are of interest to them. While our three
WO personas are challenging to compare to end-user personas, we
do find some overlap with aspects identified in previous research
on expert users and WOs. For instance, Utz et al. [44] showed that
around a third of individuals involved in running websites do so
as non-paid work as “hobbyists”, like our Persona 1. Similar to
our Persona 2, previous studies [3, 4] found that app developers in
smaller companies struggle particularly with implementing privacy
measures.

Overall, we find that a common reason for the lack of AIP is that
WOs lack awareness of privacy issues. This finding is in line with
related work that showed that developers are often unaware of the
data practices of third-party services that they integrate into their
products [3, 4, 20]. Our data reveal that forWOs the problem is even
more profound: especially Persona 1 and 2 are not only unaware
of the lack of AIP but sometimes do not even know what GA is or
that they have implemented GA on their website. AIP is also often
implemented incorrectly, which can often be fixed with minimal
changes to the code. This finding indicates that WOs, in contrast
to other expert users, sometimes lack the technical understanding
of website code. Unlike other expert users, many WOs (especially
Persona 1 and 2) are neither interested in nor need user data. Many
WOs do not pursue economic interests with their website but use
it for private interests or to present their small businesses, unlike
developers who often aim for immediate monetization of their apps
directly [31]. Another reason for the lack of AIP is that websites
are no longer actively maintained. This aspect has not yet been
mentioned in other contexts but may become more relevant in
the future, especially with the constantly increasing number of
mobile apps. Similar to results obtained for expert users, we observe
that lacking AIP also occurs because WOs are unaware of their
responsibility – or they see it with third-party providers or end
users [31, 34, 40]. Similar to results obtained for developers, many
WOs rely on other entities, such as web design agencies or privacy
officers, when it comes to privacy issues [31].

Our analysis also reveals that some WOs resolve privacy issues
themselves, while others seek technical and legal support. This
observation indicates a strong need for WO support on privacy
issues. This support, similar to what has already been called for in
previous publications [3, 4, 34], should primarily address Personas 1
and 2, who have little money and time for privacy measures. When
support options are designed, the different needs of WOs should
be considered.

A major challenge, especially for Persona 1 and 2, is the lack of
resources, which is in line with the findings of Balebako et al. [4]
who show that the presence of resources greatly influences whether
privacy measures are implemented and that resources are especially
lacking in small companies. In addition, Personas 1 and 2 have to
deal with a general lack of technical knowledge. This situation is
an important difference between our study and the study by Utz et
al. [44], where most respondents had a technical background.

Regardless of specific challenges, several basic prerequisites must
be met for WOs to address the privacy issue eventually. We present
these in the following section.
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6.2 Prerequisites to Remedy Privacy Issues
Our results indicate that six prerequisites must be met for all WOs
to implement AIP. Figure 3 provides an overview.

Awareness about privacy issue

Awareness about legal responsibility

Coordination with stakeholders

Access to website

SkillTime

Figure 3: Prerequisites for WOs to remedy privacy issues on
their websites.

Awareness of Privacy Issue. First, WOs must be aware that their
website bears a privacy risk for their visitors. Therefore, WOs need
to knowwhich third-party services are included on their site, which
data they collect, and which privacy risks are associated with them.
For our use case, this means that WOs must be aware that GA is
integrated on their website and that AIP is necessary.

Awareness of Legal Responsibility. WOs need to be aware that,
as website owners, they are legally responsible for implementing
data protection measures on their websites – even if they are not
responsible for the technical implementation because, e. g., an IT
person or web design agency is in charge. In our case, all web-
sites fall under the GDPR, which requires WOs to implement data
protection measures.

Coordination with Stakeholders. In larger organizations, many
stakeholders are often directly or indirectly involved in decisions
relating to the organization’s website. Accordingly, they must also
agree that there is indeed a privacy issue and that or how it must be
resolved. In our use case, the necessity for action follows from data
protection laws and was confirmed by the LG Dresden ruling [13].
Nevertheless, all stakeholders must understand this legal situation
and prioritize the issue. Previous research has shown that the gen-
eral privacy culture in companies influences the implementation of
privacy measures [34]. A privacy-respecting culture could also help
prioritize the issue among decision-makers. One approach here can
be the employment of so-called privacy champions – people who
strongly care about promoting privacy [39].

Access to Website. To make changes to their website’s code, WOs
need access to that. This prerequisite becomes an issue if a website
was set up long ago and access has been lost, or the individuals
who maintained the website are not available (e. g., webmaster is
on vacation). In our use case, some WOs found that they also need
credentials for their GA account to fix the privacy issue. Another is-
sue arises if AIP was incorrectly implemented in third-party service
that the WO had included on their website (e. g., a contact form). In
this case, WOs are still legally responsible but cannot act because
they lack the necessary access to the third-party systems.

Time. WOs need time to deal with the privacy issue and solve it
or look for alternatives. In our use case, most of the time, the effort
for the necessary code changes to enable AIP is small and should
take little time. However, this adjustment can be time-consuming
for WOs with little technical knowledge (Persona 1) or who must
communicate with different stakeholders (Persona 2). It is, therefore,
essential to unburden WOs with little time. Following a privacy-by-
design approach, agencies or template providers could, for instance,
implement privacy-friendly alternatives (e. g., Matomo) by default.

Technical Skills. WOs need technical skills to address privacy
issues, or they must be able to purchase them. This prerequisite is a
notable difference compared to other expert users like developers,
who often have the technical know-how. Many WOs, however,
lack technical skills, especially if the website is only a means to an
end, e. g., to represent a small company on the internet but not the
core business of WOs. For our use case, this means that WOs need
to know where exactly in the code to implement AIP or how to
remove GA from their website altogether. Especially if WOs have
not built their website themselves, it can be challenging to identify
the correct positions in the code.

6.3 Measures for Different WO Personas
According to our dataset, WOs operate in different circumstances
and face diverse challenges when solving privacy issues. We have
captured these in the form of three example personas (see Sec-
tion 5). The prerequisites to be able to solve privacy issues are
not equally met by all WOs. To help WOs become compliant, we
propose several measures. We build on measures already proposed
in the literature for expert users, such as developers. For example,
Maass et al. [27] present an automated website scanning portal
that allows to benchmark security and privacy features of websites.
Tahaei et al. [41] propose the creation of multimedia materials for
privacy that supports app developers. A number of studies have
already looked at how to notify developers, admins and WOs about
privacy and security issues [7, 8, 15, 25, 26, 36, 37, 46, 49]. However,
with our findings in mind, it is essential to adapt these measures
to the circumstances of different WO personas. Tailoring the mea-
sures to the different circumstances and challenges increases the
likelihood that the measure will be effective and not, at worst, coun-
terproductive. For example, notifications informing WOs about a
privacy issue on their website may have different content. While
mentioning a potential penalty in a notification can serve as a good
argument for action in larger companies, it may trigger fear and
possibly reactance in a hobbyist. In Table 1, we present several
potential measures and show how they can be adapted for different
WO personas, taking our findings into account.

6.4 Possible Effects of Dataset Choice
Our dataset consists of real-world responses from WOs related to a
specific problem (missing AIP). The choice of the dataset allows for
completely new insight, at the same time it might have impacted
the themes uncovered in the thematic analysis. We will discuss this
possible influence in the following subsection.

Our dataset refers to a certain use case, hence, at least some of
our themes are likely to have a specific focus. Because of that, the
set of themes might not be exhaustive: E. g., for other use cases,
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Table 1: Measures to support WOs to address privacy issues on websites.

Considerations for tailoring measures to needs of di�erent Personas

Measure Description Persona 1: Ignorant Hobbyist Persona 2: Busy Self
-
Employed Persona 3: Informed Multi-Stakeholder

InformationAwareness about
privacy issue

Awareness about
legal responsibility

Awareness about
privacy issue

Skill

Awareness about
privacy issue, Skill,
Time

campaigns
Inform WOs about current 
privacy issues on websites 
that are revelant for them.

Raise awareness that website privacy risks may exist; 
remind that websites that are no longer needed or 
that are not maintained should be taken o�ine;
�nd suitable channels, e.g., print media, online 
media, NGOs, national data protection authorities.

Create awareness of responsibility, e.g., in the 
form of newsletters that inform when WOs 
need to act. Create a central point of contact
(e.g., website) that contains all relevant infor-
mation on the topic of privacy for websites. 

Create awareness among decision makers
in a company, e.g., through dedicated
business media.

Noti�cations Notify WOs about privacy 
issue on their website.

Should create awareness that there is a website
that has privacy issues – which is a risk. Refrain
from mentioning penalties to avoid stress.

Should make WO’s responsibility clear, but
refrain from naming penalties if necessary
to avoid reactance.

Can refer to legal consequences including 
possible penalties of the issue to increase 
prioritization among decision makers.

Self-check
tools

Allow WOs to check their site 
for speci�c privacy issues.

Should concretely show the privacy
issue and explain its consequences.

Should particularly focus on aspects relevant
to the WO, e.g., risks of non-compliance.

Could be o�ered as paid service that o�ers 
comprehensive compliance checks of sites. 

Training Convey knowledge on
legal and technical
privacy aspects.

Must be inexpensive, e.g., in the form of videos
or podcasts available online; easily understandable
for technical laypersons.

Should be as little extra work as possible and
could therefore be included in other trainings
for self-employed or small businesses.

Can address di�erent stakeholders, e.g., 
training privacy champions to strengthen
the privacy culture in the company.

Checklists/
Guidelines

Provide checklists (what has 
to be considered) and guide-
lines (how to address it).

Should be rich in detail and easy to understand
for people with little technical knowledge.

Should be concise and easy to
read for people with little time.

Can use technical terms and should address 
special cases relevant for larger and more 
complex websites.

Prerequisites
addressed

additional challenges could arise, such as lacking technical solutions,
e. g., there might be no privacy-preserving templates for cookie
banners [42] or additional costs of anonymization, e. g., if the data
captured by the privacy-infringing solution is more valuable for
the WO than in our use case.

It is possible that participants only responded and explained
themselves at all because they did not initially knowwhat the actual
intention of the notification from Maass et al. [26] was, i.e., data
collection for a scientific study, and possibly hoped to avoid legal
consequences by explaining themselves or shifting responsibility
to others, e. g., an external service provider. Thus, because of the
legal or official framing of the notifications, it might be that more
WOs delegated the implementation of IP anonymization than in a
setting in which more informal notifications would have been sent.
In this case, perhaps more WOs would have ignored or delayed a
response to the issue.

Our dataset includes somewhat more responses from WOs who
were notified by letter than by email in Maass et al.s’ study. The
number of responses also varies across the different arguments that
Maass et al. had made. WO, who were informed that the issue on
their website meant a compliance violation that may result in a
penalty charge, reported back most frequently. Hence, in the dataset
that served as the basis for our thematic analysis, responses from
WOs that had received a potentially scary notification with special
weighting (by the letter medium) are overrepresented. Because of
the legal component, WOs might have turned more frequently to
their legal department or lawyer for support, while with a different,
e. g., more technical, focus, perhaps more WOs would have asked
their IT department or admin to solve the issue. Thus, the different
notifications in the study of Maass et al. may indeed trigger different
responses from the WOs.

However, they also opened up a much wider possibility space
for responses than focusing on a single type of notification, e. g.,
email without legal arguments. The data set thus provides a good
basis for a qualitative exploratory analysis such as the one we
undertook. We further assume that the different notifications could
also reach suchWOs that were not involved in previous studies. For
example, the Busy-Self-employed WO would not have taken the
time to participate in a survey or responded to a rather non-officially
looking notification.

Last but not least, there could have been other or more personas
that we did not discover because the corresponding WOs did not
contact us, e. g., professionals who did not have the issue on their
website or were able to solve it quickly themselves.

6.5 Limitations
Our work has several limitations related to the chosen use case,
data collection, and the resulting dataset. Use case: The use case
that served as a basis for this paper clearly required action by WOs
to be compliant at the time of the Maass et al. notification. Not
all privacy-issues on websites have such a clear legal basis, as this
can change due to changes in the law or new court rulings. Thus,
challenges that WOs face in other cases may vary, as may their
motivations to design privacy-preserving websites. Data collection:
The data basis of our study are responses sent by WOs in a notifica-
tion study. It is important to keep in mind that Maass et al. varied
the notification content and medium. These different conditions
may have triggered different response behavior in the WOs. We
discussed this issue in more detail in the previous subsection. Sam-
ple: Our dataset only includes responses from WOs in Germany
that have implemented GA without AIP on their website. Thus,
the results are not representative for all WOs but should be seen
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as an exploratory possibility space. Our sample may be biased by
self-selection, because only WOs with a concern have contacted
Maass et al. This can lead to WOs who have a problem being over-
represented in the sample. At the same time, however, this focus
fits our research question and gives a realistic view of the actual
problems of WOs. It is quite possible that WOs, whose websites are
not covered by GDPR, have a different motivation to become pri-
vacy compliant. It is also possible that their awareness, knowledge
and support options, e. g., through data protection officers, differ
from our sample. Nevertheless, we believe our results can serve
as a starting point for further systematic research, e. g., surveys
with a representative sample of WOs. Data analysis: Our qualitative
analysis allows to understand the different themes uncovered in
depth. However, quantification, e. g., how many people belong to
one persona, or statistical analysis about, e. g., correlations, are not
possible.

6.6 Future Work
Our work has a strong exploratory character. From the findings,
several questions arise for further exciting investigations. Verifica-
tion of WO characteristics: Our results indicate that WOs are a very
diverse group, which we exemplify in three personas. Further stud-
ies, e. g., surveys or interviews, need to verify these initial findings.
Investigation of underlying psychological constructs: In our data, we
have found evidence that psychological constructs, such as differ-
ent expressed motivations of WOs, are also a factor influencing
privacy implementation. Investigating these and other underlying
constructs, e. g., WOs’ self-efficacy expectations, may help to bet-
ter understand and support WOs. Development and evaluation of
support solutions: We provide recommendations for a range of mea-
sures that address the needs of different WO personas. While the
effectiveness of some measures, such as notifications, has already
been proven by studies [26], the adaptation of the measures for
the needs of different WO personas and a corresponding evalua-
tion of the effectiveness is still missing. Investigation of further use
cases: This paper focused on a particular use case (missing AIP)
where WOs had to take action for legal compliance. It would be
interesting to learn the outcomes for use cases where user privacy
is compromised, but the legal situation is less clear-cut.

7 CONCLUSION
Following an exploratory and qualitative approach, we analyzed
responses from WOs that were notified about a privacy issue on
their website. We identify reasons for privacy issues, such as lack
of awareness and faulty implementations. WOs must overcome
distinctive challenges when addressing a privacy issue, such as
a lack of technical knowledge or slow organizational structures.
However, what challenges WOs face and how they deal with those
depend heavily on the context in which they operate the site. When
developing measures to support WOs in privacy matters, their
different contexts and resulting needs must be considered. Our
analyses reveal that WOs may differ from other people who operate
and develop systems. Therefore, we conclude that usable privacy
research should specifically address the perspective of this under-
explored group.
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A CODEBOOK OF THE THEMATIC ANALYSIS

Table 2: Code book with themes, categories, and subcategories that resulted from the thematic analysis.

Category Subcategories Frequencies

Theme 1: Backgrounds on WOs

Context of website owning professional context (employed, self-employed); private (per-
sonal interest, association)

928

Involvement of WOs in development of website WO did not build website; WO built website with support; WO
built website without support

37

Involvement of WOs in maintenance of website WO has website operated; WO operates website with support;
WO runs website without support

45

Privacy Motivation WO does not want to care about privacy; WO has no time for
maintenance/privacy; privacy/compliance is important; WO
looks for GA alternatives; WO did not know their had GA on
website; WO does not use CA data at all; WO deletes GA

142

Theme 2: Reasons for lack of AIP

Incorrect technical implementation incorrect implementation of AIP; incomplete implementation
of AIP; wrong code applied by mistake

97

Lack of privacy awareness WO thinks there is no privacy issue; WO thinks they have no
GA on website

77

Ambiguous responsibility WO is not aware of responsibility; responsible person/contact
person is gone

34

Reliance on others judgments problem lies with third-party provider/outside WO’s influence;
WO had relied on certification of website by others; default
setting taken from provider

61

Deliberate lack of maintenance website has not been maintained for a long time; website was
set up a long time ago; website is currently being revised/new
website is being created

72

Theme 3: WOs’ approach to missing AIP

WOs implement AIP themselves – 314

WOs implement AIP with support – 64

WOs delegate implementation of AIP – 188

WOs do not implement AIP – 4

Kind of support legal support; technical support 25

Supporting instances Google support; study organizers; lawyer; IT person; service
provider who maintains website; person from private environ-
ment; website provider; data protection officer

276

Theme 4: Challenges in the implementation of AIP

Lack of resources personal reasons; website is not WO’s daily business; WO has
no money for professionals

23

Lack of technical knowledge difficult to keep up to date; lack of technical knowledge 78

Problems with code trouble deleting GA; WO cannot find error 66

Dependencies and slow process in organizations responsible person currently not available; website is not main-
tained; complex coordination with other stakeholders

72
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